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Brace Yourselves!  
Winter is Coming! 
Hello There! 

The first term of this year’s training is almost behind you! As you 
know, SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder) is a very real thing. The 
days are noticeably shorter, and it can get pretty cold out there at 
night! When your days are full, it can feel like it’s dark all the time. 

Compounding this invisible weight around our necks at this time of 
year, is the pressure of impending exams. This alone can feel 
overwhelming and rob you of your will to carry on. Add the stress of a 
global pandemic, this weird limbo we find ourselves in, between 
classroom learning and online learning, and we are all in danger of 
being overwhelmed. 

This quarter’s issue is dedicated to helping you combat the stress, 
anxiety, and loneliness that arises this time of year. The village of 
Kispiox is proud of each of you for accepting the challenge to further 
your training and hopefully bring your new knowledge home. 

For me, when life becomes difficult, I remember what my 
grandparents and great grandparents endured. They were driven by 
the hope that their descendants would one day enjoy the benefits of 
an education that wasn’t instilled by violent means. They believed 
their descendants would acquire the tools to alleviate the despair 
which gripped our communities for generations. 

Those descendants, are YOU. 

 

 

 

1.  

 
“Education is the passport to the future, for 
tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it 
today”   --  Malcolm X 

 

  



  

 

  

Procrastination is destructive! 
Some tips to help you get started… 
 

With the darkness, stress, and anxiety surrounding 
the season, it can be hard to find the strength to get 
started with studying, or working on that project. 
Here are 10 tips to cross that barrier and get things 
started: 

1. Pick Your Poison.  

The key to beating procrastination is focus. We 
often give ourselves too many things to do and 
become overwhelmed. Start by choosing just ONE 
thing that you’ve been procrastinating and make a 
commitment to complete that task in the next week. 

2. Start today.  

Once you’ve narrowed it down to one task, you must 
take immediate action. Today. If it feels daunting or 
you don’t think you have enough time to complete 
the task, do the Five Minute Miracle below. 

3. Five Minute Miracle. 

This is one of the best techniques for people who 
struggle with procrastination. The Five Minute 
Miracle involves asking yourself; “Hmm, what 
action can I take in less than five minutes TODAY 
that moves this forward even the tiniest bit?” Once 
you’ve identified a small action, set a timer for five 
minutes and spend five minutes working on the task. 
Research shows that once you start something, 
you’re much more likely to finish it. This is due to a 
psychological phenomenon called the Zeigarnik 
effect, which says that unfinished tasks are more 
likely to get stuck in your memory. (This is also why 
our mind gets stuck in a loop thinking about all the 
things we haven’t yet completed.) Remember: Small 
action is still action. Five minutes can make all the 
difference. 

 

  

4. Do a Power Hour. 

A Power Hour consists of putting away all 
distractions and working in concentrated chunks of 
time (to begin with I suggest no more than twenty 
minute intervals) followed by short periods of rest, 
in order to harness the optimal performance of your 
brain and body. 

Science has discovered that our brain naturally goes 
through cycles with peaks and valleys. To 
maximize your output, it is vital that you honor 
these peaks and valleys by balancing concentrated, 
focused time with relaxation and integration. 

5. Kill It With Kindness.  

Research shows that the more you can forgive 
yourself for past procrastination, the more likely 
you are to overcome your current procrastination 
and take action. Practice self-compassion when 
thinking of your past experience procrastinating. 

6. Have a Procrastination Power Song. 

Pick a song that really gets you energized, and play 
it whenever you want to tackle something you’ve 
been procrastinating. The brain likes to have a 
trigger to create a new habit, plus you’re more 
likely to follow through when you’re feeling good 
in your body.   

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 7. Get under the hood.  

Sometimes, it can be helpful to understand exactly 
why you’ve been procrastinating a specific task. Are 
you afraid of something? Maybe you feel 
overwhelmed and don't know where to start. Fill in 
the sentence; “I’m avoiding this task because…” or 
“I’m avoiding this task because I’m afraid that….” 
And see what shows up. Identifying your fears can 
help you realize the monsters in the closet aren’t as 
bad as you think. 

8. Let It Go.  

Most people put way too much on their To Do list. 
One way to stop procrastinating something is to 
decide you’re never going to do it. What can you 
take off your to do list? Try crossing something off 
your list simply because you realize you don’t really 
need to do that thing...ever. Give yourself 
permission to let it go. 

9. Make a bet.  

It can be very helpful to have an accountability 
buddy. One fun way to take this a step further is to 
have a bet with your buddy. Choose a day and time 
within the next week that you will complete this task 
and then tell your friend or colleague; “I’ll give you 
$10 / take you out to lunch / buy you coffee / watch 
that awful movie you’ve been wanting to see / etc. if 
I haven’t completed this task by next Wednesday at 
10:00am.” Give your accountability buddy a date 
and time within the next week and tell them in order 
to redeem the agreed upon prize, they must check in 
with you at that appointed day and time. If you 
haven’t completed your task by then…you owe 
them whatever you bet! 

10. Make it fun.  

Another way to motivate yourself to complete a task 
is to create a reward that you will give yourself once 
it’s been completed. What can you treat yourself to 
once you’ve finished this task? Research shows the 
human brain responds to reward stimulus and this 
can be a good way to create habits. 

 

 



  

 

Oh No! It’s Exam 
Time! 

Nothing amps up stress quite like exams. In order to 
do the best we possibly can at this important time, 
it’s important to STUDY! How we study is just as 
important as how much we study, so here are some 
proven tips to improve your study time. 

1. Say NO to cramming: Study in intervals! 
Studying in 20-50 minute increments and giving 
yourself 5-10 minutes in between is more beneficial 
than cramming.  Distributing learning over 
time typically benefits long-term retention more than 
a short period. 

2. Say YES to cardio: Science says that just 20 
minutes of cardio can improve your memory. 
Whether you’re dancing, jogging or busting a sweat 
by walking, exercise will increase your energy level 
and reduce the effects of stress. Very important 

3. Eat superfoods/antioxidants: Everybody knows 
you should eat breakfast the day of a big test. 
Research suggests that high-carb, high-fiber, slow-
digesting foods like oatmeal are best (oatmeal is 
more fulfilling than cereal). But what you eat a week 
in advance matters, too. When 16 college students 
were tested on attention and thinking speed, then fed 
a five-day high-fat, low-carb diet heavy on meat, 
eggs, cheese and cream and tested again, their 
performance declined. The students who ate a 
balanced diet that included fruit and vegetables, 
however, held steady, says Cameron Holloway, a 
senior clinical researcher at the University of 
Oxford.  When you study, your brain consumes 
glucose, so  take a five-minute break every hour to 
let your body 
produce more fuel 
for your studying. 
Eating a healthy 
snack is very 
beneficial and can 
make a significant 
difference 
(almonds, fruit, 
and yogurt are 
good choices). 

4. Alternate study spots: Shake up your finals 
routine! Spending all night in the library can be 
draining. According to the New York 
Times, simply alternating the room where a person 
studies improves retention. In an 
experiment, psychologists found that college 
students who studied a list of 40 vocabulary words 
in two different rooms — one windowless and 
cluttered, the other modern, with a view on a 
courtyard — did far better on a test than students 
who studied the words twice, in the same 
room. Why? Supposedly, the brain makes subtle 
associations between what it is studying and the 
background sensations it has at the time. Try 
alternating your study spots between the library, a 
study room, and a quiet coffee house. 

5. Time management: Cramming causes anxiety, 
which lowers your ability to retain information. By 
creating a balanced study plan and schedule, you 
will be able to study each subject in its entirety and 
ultimately boost your test performance. 

6. Avoid the all-nighter: Almost every college 
student pulls an all-nighter, but it is a bad idea. 
Based on a 2008 study by Pamela Thacher, 
Associate Professor of Psychology at St. Lawrence 
University, all-nighters impair reasoning and 
memory for as long as four days.  As a result, you 
will receive lower grades. But that’s not all; you 
would then be forced to wake up earlier than 
expected–and that’s bad too. According to Dan 
Taylor, director of a sleep-and-health-research lab 
at the University of North Texas, this will interfere 
with rapid-eye movement (REM), which aids 
memory. So, get a good night’s sleep and expect to 
perform better on tests. 

7. MAXIMIZE practice-testing: You may have 
thought highlighting, re-reading and summation 
would be effective ways to study. Think again!  A 
2013 study, Improving Students’ Learning With 
Effective Learning Techniques, found that these 
techniques do not consistently boost students’ 
performance. Practice testing through the use of 
flashcards, or taking practice exams was observed 
to be a highly effective studying technique. 

 



  

 

 

 

 



  

 

aving Trouble making ends meet? 
 

Have a look at Indigenous Service Canada’s Aboriginal Bursary finder! This is 
a comprehensive search tool provided by ISC to locate bursaries and 

scholarships for Indigenous students across Canada. The actual URL is at 
https://www.sac-isc.gc.ca/eng/1351185180120/1351685455328 

 
Typing in “Aboriginal Bursary Finder” into Google search will net you an entire 
list of pages, each outlining scholarships and bursaries that are available for 

Indigenous students. 

 

Questions? Concerns? Feel free to contact: 

Robert Fritzsche – Education Coordinator 
Anspayaxw School Society 
1439 Mary Blackwater Dr 
Kispiox BC, V0J 1Y4 
rfritzsche@kispioxschool.ca 
(Ph) 250.842.6148 ext 221 

 
 
 

Watch out next quarter! 
 
Beginning in our Winter 2020 newsletter, we will be highlighting one of our exemplary current 
students. It could be YOU! Our quarterly featured student will be one who has demonstrated the 
ability to go above and beyond expectations. Selection will be based on: academic achievement, 
attendance, contribution to their community, and other criteria. The selected student will not only be   
featured in our newsletter, but receive a cash prize for their extra effort.      
    
 
 



  

 

 
 


